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ABSTRACT

Many non-coding RNAs have been identified and
may function by forming 2D and 3D structures. RNA
hairpin and internal loops are often represented as
unstructured on secondary structure diagrams, but
RNA 3D structures show that most such loops are
structured by non-Watson–Crick basepairs and base
stacking. Moreover, different RNA sequences can
form the same RNA 3D motif. JAR3D finds possi-
ble 3D geometries for hairpin and internal loops by
matching loop sequences to motif groups from the
RNA 3D Motif Atlas, by exact sequence match when
possible, and by probabilistic scoring and edit dis-
tance for novel sequences. The scoring gauges the
ability of the sequences to form the same pattern of
interactions observed in 3D structures of the motif.
The JAR3D webserver at http://rna.bgsu.edu/jar3d/
takes one or many sequences of a single loop as in-
put, or else one or many sequences of longer RNAs
with multiple loops. Each sequence is scored against
all current motif groups. The output shows the ten
best-matching motif groups. Users can align input
sequences to each of the motif groups found by
JAR3D. JAR3D will be updated with every release
of the RNA 3D Motif Atlas, and so its performance is
expected to improve over time.

INTRODUCTION

JAR3D (Java-based Alignment of RNA using 3D struc-
ture), a recently announced software package (1) available
for download at https://github.com/BGSU-RNA/JAR3D,
is now available as a web server at http://rna.bgsu.edu/
jar3d/. JAR3D identifies possible 3D geometries of user-
provided hairpin (HL) and internal (IL) loop sequences
from predicted RNA 2D structures. The JAR3D web server

takes the sequence(s) of RNA HL or IL as user input and
scores them against known RNA 3D motif groups from the
RNA 3D Motif Atlas (2), returning possible matches. IL
and HL have many important functions, including provid-
ing binding sites for proteins or small molecules, anchoring
RNA tertiary interactions, and playing architectural roles
such as introducing bends in helices or changing their twist.
Inferring the 3D structure of internal and hairpin loops is
also an important step on the way toward correctly predict-
ing complete RNA 3D structures from sequence and poten-
tial protein–RNA and RNA–RNA interactions.

Input sequences do not have to match exactly the se-
quences of motif instances in the 3D Motif Atlas to pro-
duce viable hits, as JAR3D allows for inserted ‘bulged’ nu-
cleotides and isosteric substitutions that preserve conserved
interactions. JAR3D only returns known geometries; it does
not predict new geometries that have not been observed. Im-
portantly, the underlying RNA 3D Motif Atlas is updated
as new RNA 3D structures are solved experimentally, ex-
panding the set of possible motifs that can be matched. The
relatively small number of possible geometries returned by
JAR3D are amenable to downstream physics-based energy
calculations or targeted mutagenesis experiments, to fur-
ther narrow down the range of possible 3D geometries. The
server has been running since 2012. Results from JAR3D
have already been used in published work (3,4).

Other available web servers will match a single input se-
quence to known loops exactly (5,6) or up to a given edit
distance (7). Downloadable packages range from fragment
assembly methods for de novo prediction of full 3D geome-
tries (8,9) to prediction of non-canonical basepairs only (10)
to matching sequences to a small number of probabilistic
models (11,12).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The RNA 3D Motif Atlas extracts all RNA HL and IL
from a non-redundant (NR) set of RNA 3D structures
from the PDB/NDB and clusters these loops into geomet-
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rically similar families, called motif groups (2). For each
motif group in each release of the Motif Atlas, we con-
struct a probabilistic model for sequence variability, based
on a hybrid Stochastic Context-Free Grammar/Markov
Random Field (SCFG/MRF) method (1). To parameterize
each model, we use all instances of the motif in the Motif
Atlas and knowledge of RNA nucleotide interactions, es-
pecially isosteric basepairs and their substitution patterns
(13,14), which are summarized in the RNA Basepair Cat-
alog available at http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu/ndbmodule/
services/BPCatalog/bpCatalog.html. Given the sequence of
an HL or of the two strands of an IL, each SCFG/MRF
model calculates an alignment score that reflects the prob-
ability that the sequence can form a given 3D motif. From
the alignment score, we calculate the alignment score deficit,
which is the difference between the maximum alignment
score over sequences from 3D instances in the motif group
and the alignment score of the given sequence.

Edit distance provides another measure of the similarity
between a given sequence and the 3D instances in a motif
group. We calculate the Levenshtein edit distance between
the interior bases (excluding flanking bases) of each strand
of the input sequence and the corresponding strands of each
sequence from 3D instances, then take the minimum over
3D instances, calling the result the interior edit distance. (For
diagnostic purposes, we also display the full edit distance,
which includes the flanking basepairs as well.)

Each motif group has an acceptance region defined in
terms of the alignment score deficit and the interior edit dis-
tance, which is described using the inequality:

Alignment score deficit + 3 ∗ Interior edit distance ≤
Motif-group-specific constant

The motif-group-specific constant is set to limit the rate
at which certain randomly-generated sequences fall into the
acceptance region; the rate is kept to 4%, which reduces
JAR3D’s false positive rate. To provide a reasonably uni-
form scoring system across motif groups, the cutoff score is
defined to be 100 at the point where alignment score deficit
and interior edit distance both equal 0, and it decreases lin-
early to 0 on the line at the edge of the acceptance region,
where equality obtains in the formula above. The accep-
tance regions have been shown to be as good as or better
than RMDetect, for each motif scored by RMDetect (1,11).

INPUT

The user can input a single HL or IL sequence or a set of
multiple sequences, all of which are thought to form the
same 3D motif. The two strands of each IL must be sep-
arated by the * character. Multiple input sequences need
not have the same length or be aligned to each other. Al-
ternatively, the user can input one or more full-length RNA
sequences (up to 1000 nucleotides) containing multiple HL
and IL, if preceded by a separate line of input with the dot-
bracket notation defining the 2D structure. Users should
make every effort to predict accurate 2D structures for in-
put RNAs, using covariation data where available. Success-
ful use of JAR3D depends on input of correct 2D structures.
The user may specify the release of the RNA 3D Motif At-
las to use. The user may also provide an optional title to be

associated with the query. Sample input for different scenar-
ios is provided on the input page.

PROCESSING

JAR3D separates sequences accompanied by a dot-bracket
2D structure annotation into individual HL and IL and
processes each loop separately. For each loop, JAR3D
scores all input sequences against all HL or IL models in
the requested version of the Motif Atlas, calculates the ac-
ceptance rate (percentage of input sequences falling into
the acceptance region), mean cutoff score and median edit
distances against each motif group, and stores these in a
database for later retrieval and display.

PERFORMANCE

The JAR3D webserver admits a motif group as a poten-
tial match when one or more of the input sequences fall
within the acceptance region of the motif group, and ranks
these motif groups from highest acceptance rate to lowest
in its output. Key performance questions when submitting
sequences to JAR3D are whether or not the ‘correct’ mo-
tif group will have a non-zero acceptance rate and whether
the ‘correct’ motif group will be listed first, with the highest
acceptance rate.

To address these questions, we considered, in turn, each
3D instance of IL from each motif group in release 1.13 of
the Motif Atlas; we refer to the 3D instance as the origi-
nal instance and its motif group as the original motif group.
Where possible, we mapped the original instance to a mul-
tiple sequence alignment from GreenGenes (15) for bacte-
rial 16S rRNA, alignments from Silva (16) for all other ri-
bosomal SSU or LSU RNAs, or from alignments retrieved
from a site indicated by the authors of RNASTAR (17) for
various small RNAs (1). We extracted the corresponding
columns from the alignments and use the rows of this align-
ment extract as a source of sequence variants of the origi-
nal instance, noting that the same IL sequence may appear
multiple times on different rows of the alignment extract.
In some cases, two 3D instances of IL from the same motif
group are mapped to the same alignment columns, as for ex-
ample when two IL from bacterial rRNA are mapped to the
same columns of the same alignment; then we only use the
alignment extract once. To focus on novel sequences, we ex-
cluded sequences having the same interior sequence as a 3D
instance from the original motif group. Doing so excludes
virtually all of the potential novel sequence variants for very
small IL, so we exclude from consideration IL having just
one or two interior nucleotides; their signal to noise ratio is
too low. This leaves 344 alignment extracts from 344 origi-
nal instances representing 163 original motif groups.

The alignment extracts we used are imperfect for a va-
riety of reasons including sequencing error, mis-alignment
and changes in 3D geometry across the organisms in the
alignment (which, when verified, strongly suggests that the
sequences are not alignable). We cleaned up the align-
ment extracts to a minimal degree, excluding sequences
with non-ACGU characters and sequences having too few
nucleotides to make flanking Watson–Crick pairs on one
strand or the other. Visual inspection suggests that many of

http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu/ndbmodule/services/BPCatalog/bpCatalog.html
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Figure 1. Each dot represents one of 344 IL alignment extracts. Horizontal position indicates acceptance rate by the original motif group, vertical position
represents 6th highest acceptance rate of the same sequences by other motif groups, and color represents number of nucleotides in the original motif group.
Each alignment extract below the diagonal line will have the original motif group in the top five results. Regarding the horizontal position, 80 extracts
(23.3%) have acceptance rate below 20%, 46 (13.4%) have acceptance rate between 20% and 40%, 26 (7.6%) have acceptance rate between 40% and 60%,
59 (17.2%) have acceptance rate between 60% and 80% and 133 (38.7%) have acceptance rate above 80%.

the remaining sequences are unlikely to form the same 3D
geometry as the original 3D instance, for instance, because
of extreme differences in sequence length. A full discus-
sion is beyond the scope of this article, but even noisy data
give an indication of JAR3D’s ability to recognize novel se-
quence variants.

Of these 344 alignment extracts, 334 or 97.1% had non-
zero acceptance rate from the original motif group, with the
average acceptance rate being 57.7%. The acceptance rate
over the 344 alignment extracts is the horizontal variable
shown in Figure 1. Nearly 40% of the alignment extracts
have acceptance rate over 80%. Thus, if one inputs novel se-
quences of a 3D motif known to JAR3D, there is a reason-
able probability that at least one of them will be accepted
by the correct motif group, and the probability increases as
one inputs additional sequences, as there are strictly more
ways for a match to occur. This answers the first question in
the affirmative.

Second, how does the acceptance rate of an alignment
extract by the original motif group compare to the accep-
tance rate by other motif groups? In 183 alignment extracts
(53.2%), the acceptance rate by the original motif group is
higher than any other group, meaning that with enough in-
put sequences, the original motif group will appear first in
the JAR3D results. (Assuming the sequences are drawn with
replacement from the distribution in the alignment extract,
by the strong law of large numbers the observed acceptance
rate against each motif group will converge to the popula-
tion average, which is higher for the original motif group.)
In 283 alignment extracts (82.3%), the acceptance rate for
the original motif group is in the top five, and in 304 align-
ment extracts (88.4%), the acceptance rate for the original

motif group is in the top 10, meaning that with enough se-
quences from these extracts, the original motif group will
appear in the top 5 or 10 JAR3D results. Figure 1 illustrates
the ‘top five’ results in detail: each dot represents one of
the 344 alignment extracts, and the horizontal position of
the dot indicates the acceptance rate by the original motif
group, while the vertical position of the dot indicates the 6th
highest acceptance rate across other motif groups; thus dots
below the black diagonal line represent alignment extracts
for which the original motif group will score in the top five.
The dots are colored by the number of conserved positions
in the original motif group as shown by the colorbar. Note
that alignment extracts from larger motifs (blue dots) tend
to have high acceptance rate by the original motif group
and low acceptance rates by other groups, which will make
them stand out clearly in JAR3D results. On the other hand,
alignment extracts from smaller motifs, especially those of 7
or 8 nucleotides (red and orange dots), will sometimes have
high acceptance rates from several motif groups, making it
more difficult to identify the ‘correct’ motif group from ac-
ceptance rate alone. Indeed, the 3D geometry of small loops
is difficult to identify from sequence alone, in part because
some sequences can adopt multiple 3D geometries, and so
there may not be a single ‘correct’ motif group for a set of
input sequences, but only a number of possible 3D geome-
tries.

OUTPUT

The JAR3D results page shows up to 10 3D motif groups
having the highest non-zero acceptance rates, with links to
the RNA 3D Motif Atlas. Diagnostic information (DI) is
also provided and includes the acceptance rate, the cutoff
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score and minimum edit distances to sequences of known
instances of each 3D motif. (In selecting the top 10 motif
groups, ties in acceptance rate are broken by mean cutoff
score.) Alignments of input sequences to motif groups are
displayed on supplementary output pages. JAR3D result
pages are persistent URLs (which can be re-visited later)
with long randomly-generated strings.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES

Mitochondrial rRNA provides interesting examples of the
capabilities and potential uses of the JAR3D server. Multi-
ple sequence alignments of the mammalian mitochondrial
(mmt) 12S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) are available from the
comparative RNA website (CRW) (18) and can be retrieved
using R3D-2-MSA (19). We submitted these sequences to
the JAR3D web server using Release 1.18 of the RNA 3D
Motif Atlas dating from December 2014, posted well before
the first high resolution mmt small subunit (SSU) ribosome
structure was solved. Thus, we can test the ability of JAR3D
to identify mitochondrial SSU rRNA loop sequences with
probabilistic models constructed without the mitochondrial
rRNA 3D data, and use the solved structure to evaluate the
matches from JAR3D.

We focus on helix 27 of the SSU rRNA, a conserved
helical element that contains one IL and one HL, both
in mitochondria and in bacteria. The left panel of Fig-
ure 2 shows the predicted 2D structure for helix 27 of
Sus scrofa from CRW. Note that the IL and HL are dis-
played as loops having no internal structure; this is a
typical starting point for an investigation of loop struc-
ture with JAR3D. An alignment of 308 mammalian he-
lix 27 sequences was obtained from R3D-2-MSA us-
ing the link http://rna.bgsu.edu/r3d-2-msa?units=5AJ3|1|
A||489:5AJ3|1|A||516&aid=2 (19). (One sequence, from
55471.1 Cavia porcellus, was omitted because it has non-
ACGU characters.) The right panel of Figure 2 shows 10 of

the submitted sequences of the alignment accompanied by
a manually produced dot-bracket secondary structure line.

The alignment of the remaining 307 sequences of helix
27, along with the dot-bracket secondary structure shown
in Figure 2, was submitted to the JAR3D input page
to obtain possible 3D structures for the loops. We gave
the query the custom title, ‘Mitochondria, SSU, helix 27,
mammals only.’ The result page can be seen at the per-
sistent link http://rna.bgsu.edu/jar3d/result/a223a5a5-67f9-
4011-be6c-60be02d50134/. A condensed version of the re-
sult page is shown in Figure 3, which we now describe from
top to bottom. The result page first shows the randomly-
assigned query ID. The associated URL permits users to
view results can be accessed again in the future, as they are
saved in our database indefinitely. The next line shows the
version of the Motif Atlas used to process the query, in this
case version 1.18. The custom title is shown next, followed
by a summary of the user’s input. If the user’s input includes
a secondary structure, column numbers are added to the in-
put summary alignment; each column number is read ver-
tically from top to bottom.

Below the input summary, each submitted IL and HL
is listed separately, ordered by the lowest column number
included in the loop. The input sequence(s) of each loop
are shown in a text box, and the column numbers for each
loop are provided to assist in finding loop locations in the
secondary structure and alignment. Next, up to 10 poten-
tial matches are shown, ranked first by the acceptance rate
and then by mean cutoff score. (In rare cases, the user will
be interested in more than 10 results; a link is provided to
see all results for that loop.) The best possible cutoff score
is 100, and a negative cutoff score indicates rejection by
the motif group. More information on JAR3D models and
their acceptance criteria can be found in the JAR3D pa-
per (1). Columns labeled ‘Full Edit Distance’ and ‘Interior
Edit Distance’ on the results page show the median (over
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Figure 2. The left panel shows the predicted secondary structure of helix 27 of the mitochondrial small ribosomal subunit with sequence from Sus scrofa.
The full 2D structure is available from the CRW at the URL http://www.rna.ccbb.utexas.edu/RNA/Structures/x.16.m.S.scrofa.5AJ3.pdf The right panel
shows the dot-bracket secondary structure from the predicted 2D followed by 10 sequences from the alignment extract produced by R3D-2-MSA.
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Figure 3. Condensed JAR3D result page for helix 27 query. Details of the query are given at the top, followed by the best two motif matches for the IL and
two for the HL.
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Figure 4. The left panel shows the annotation of the 3D structure of helix 27 from Escherichia coli 16S rRNA (PDB id 2AW7), which is highly conserved
in other bacteria. The center panel shows annotations of the best IL and HL matches to mmt helix 27 sequences from JAR3D, with sequence from Sus
scrofa, following the alignment to the motif group, cf. Figure 5. The right panel shows an annotation of the 3D structure of helix 27 of the Sus scrofa
mitochondrial SSU (PDB id 5AJ3).

all input sequences) of the minimum (over 3D sequences)
interior and full edit distances from the input sequences to
the sequences of 3D structures in the motif group. Full edit
distance includes all nucleotides in the motif, interior edit
distance excludes the flanking Watson-Crick basepairs. Fi-
nally, a 2D VARNA (20) basepair diagram for the motif
group is shown, as is the basepair signature, which is a text
version of the list of consensus basepair interactions.

Results for internal loop of h27

For Loop 1 of the output shown in Figure 3, we see that
99.02% of the input sequences fall in the acceptance re-
gion of motif group IL 95652.6, with a mean cutoff score of
35.28. This acceptance rate and mean cutoff score are very
good for such a large number of sequences. The next best
match, IL 73656.1, only accepts 22.15% of input sequences
and has a negative mean cutoff score. Thus, only the match
to IL 95652.6 warrants further investigation. One can learn
more about motif group IL 95652.6 by following the link in
the left column to its page in the 3D Motif Atlas. One can
view an alignment of the input sequences to motif group
IL 95652.6 by clicking the Align Sequences button in that
row. JAR3D alignments are discussed further below.

We can evaluate the best JAR3D IL match (center panel
of Figure 4, blue) by comparing to the homologous posi-
tion in a bacterial 3D structure (left panel of Figure 4) and
by looking at the 3D structure of Sus scrofa mitochondrial
small ribosomal subunit (right panel of Figure 4). By ho-
mology, we would predict that the IL of mammalian mi-
tochondrial helix 27 should have the basepairs observed in
bacterial 16S rRNA as shown in the left panel of Figure 4,
and the JAR3D match in the center panel agrees in all re-
spects. However, the actual 3D from Sus scrofa shows that
C494 is bulged out of the motif and instead interacts with

a mitochondrial specific SSU protein. It does not make the
expected base triple observed in bacterial 16S rRNA. The
alignment to the motif group shown in Figure 5 confirms
that G almost never occurs in this position in the mmt he-
lix 27 sequences. Thus, JAR3D correctly predicts most as-
pects of the geometry of this IL, but nature has settled on
a sequence substitution that alters the geometry in this one
respect.

Results for hairpin loop of h27

In bacteria, the HL in helix 27 makes a GNRA motif; cf. left
panel of Figure 4, orange, and by homology we may expect
that mmt helix 27 would also have a GNRA loop. How-
ever, the JAR3D output does not list a GNRA motif group
as a likely structure. Instances in the top-matching motif
group, HL 48116.3, actually contain no intra-loop base-
pairs, and loop bases instead make tertiary interactions. The
right panel of Figure 4 shows that bases of Sus scrofa helix
27 also make no intra-loop basepairs and the overall struc-
ture differs from the GNRA HL observed in bacteria. Thus,
the matches proposed by JAR3D reflect reality better than
homology does. We note that predicting long-range tertiary
interactions is beyond the scope of JAR3D.

JAR3D alignments to motif groups

By clicking ‘Align sequences’ on the result page, users can
display alignments of input sequences to a selected motif
group returned by JAR3D. These alignments include the
sequences from the 3D instances that make up the motif
group, to allow users to identify locations of insertions or
deletions, as well as base substitutions implicated in crucial
stabilizing interactions.
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Figure 5. Alignment of mammalian mitochondrial rRNA helix 27 IL sequences to IL 95652.6. The alignment uses the strand ordering of IL 95652.6. Five
the sequences from the helix 27 alignment are at the top, followed by the 7 sequences from 3D structures used to form IL 95652.6.

Figure 5 shows a section of the alignment of the mam-
malian mitochondrial helix 27 IL sequences to IL 95652.6.
Figure 5 has been condensed to show rows that are of partic-
ular interest. The full alignment can be seen at the persistent
link http://rna.bgsu.edu/jar3d/result/a223a5a5-67f9-4011-
be6c-60be02d50134/0/IL 95652.6. User input sequences
are shown first highlighted with a grey background, and
below that sequences from 3D structures are shown with a
white background. The mitochondrial sequences align well,
but with the bulged G at position 10 replaced by C. The or-
der of sequences can be changed by clicking on any column
header, to reorder the table based on the contents of that
column. To the right of the alignment are columns indicated
the sequences accepted by the model, their cutoff scores and
the minimum interior and full edit distances to sequences
from 3D. Sequences not likely to form the 3D structure of
the motif group are easily identified in the output.

CONCLUSION

The JAR3D web server can be used to investigate possi-
ble 3D geometries for one or more sequences of an RNA
HL or IL identified in a proposed 2D structure of an RNA
molecule. A variety of input formats are supported. The re-
sult page shows up to 10 matches with links to known 3D
geometries. Alignment pages allow the user to compare in-
put sequences to known 3D motif groups and 3D sequences.
As the RNA 3D Motif Atlas is updated on an ongoing basis
with new loop instances from new RNA 3D structures, ex-
isting motif groups will grow and new ones will be created,
allowing JAR3D to match a wider range of input sequences
to known RNA geometries.

In contrast to the standalone JAR3D program (1), the
webserver accepts full RNA sequences (with a secondary
structure) and separates out individual HL and IL as a con-
venience to the user, it sorts motif groups by decreasing ac-
ceptance rate of the input sequences, it provides 2D and 3D
views of matching motif groups plus basepair signatures,
it provides an easy-to-access visualization of the alignment
of input sequences to a given motif group, all of these dis-
plays are interactive and provide ready links to the RNA 3D
Motif Atlas, and all are available through persistent URLs
which will be maintained indefinitely.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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